



Are you ready to push your orbit light show to the next level?

We knew everything we wanted to accomplish with the Galaxy:
Provide all the features, modes, and colors you’d need. Design a
smooth, rounded, secure holder that’s easy to access, and make

The Galaxy Orbit comes pre-assembled with a variety of default color settings and is
ready-to-play right out of the package. Follow these steps to get started:

1. Remove the battery safety tabs from each of the 4 Galaxy chips.
2. Press the power button once on each light to turn on to Mode 1: Demo Mode.
3. Grab each end of the satin cords and start spinning!

There are 10 dazzling display modes! 6-Color Sandbox mode, Hyper Strobe, Ribbon,
Tracer, Dots, Dash Dot, Three-Color Slow Fade, Rainbow Strobe, Rainbow Ribbon, and
a Demo mode which cycles through each mode every seven seconds. Simply click
once on each mode to move on to the next.

it  frosted  so  the  light  can  refract  through  it  when  it  spins.  With the Galaxy Orbit,
we designed two longer and two shorter arms. This gives you an inner orbit and an outer
orbit, which adds a completely new and exciting element to your lightshows!

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

GETTING STARTED!

MODE NAVIGATION

- Galaxy Orbit
- 4 x Galaxy chips
- 8 x CR1620 batteries

- 2 x 2mm Satin Cord
- Triangle handles (Pair)
- User guide

- Microfiber bag
- Retail box
- Warranty



Each Galaxy chip gives the you more than 24 brilliant colors to program from and 3
brightness levels per color, giving you maximum flexibility to customize any light show
you desire.

Step 1: Power on your Galaxy chip. Click through until you reach your desired mode.
            Now press and hold on this mode until the light turns to dim blue.
Step 2: From dim blue, each click will browse through the different color options.
Step 3: Press and hold on your desired color. The chip will begin to display 3 brightness
            levels for that color. Release on the desired brightness level. The light turns back
            to dim blue. You have now programmed your first color. You may end programming
            he            here or move on to the next color of your choice. Note: You can select up to 6
            colors for each of the first 7 modes (excluding mode 1: demo mode) and 3 colors
            on the last 3 rainbow/fade modes.
Step 4: After programming at least 1 color, you can end programming by press and
            holding on the dim blue. This will exit programming for that mode. The chip will
            quickly flash off and turn back on to show you your programmed colors!
Step 5: You can repeat these steps to program the rest of your 9 modes if you wish.

Master Reset: FMaster Reset: From the off position, press and continue holding for approximately 10
seconds until you see the light briefly flash. Your chip has now been reset to factory settings.

Improper use of the Galaxy Orbit can be a dangerous and hazardous activity. Never use
the Galaxy Orbit without taking necessary safety precautions; Inspect your Galaxy Orbit for
damage before every use. Make sure screws are securely fastened before each use. The
Galaxy Orbit is not intended for children 12 and under. Protective eye wear is always
required during use. Do not spin Galaxy Orbit faster than 400 RPM. OLS COM, LLC is not
responsible for any injuries or damages that may result from incorrect use of this product.

More Galaxy Orbit product information available at:
http://www.orbitlightshow.com/pages/galaxy-orbit-information

COLOR CHART

COLOR PROGRAMMING

WARNING!

*Actual number of colors and hues may vary.
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